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CAST OF CHARACTERS

MIRA, a young girl. Impulsive, big heart full of love, wants love in return. Powerful witch. Any ethnicity.


VI, a girl, about twelve or thirteen. Funny, smart, daring girl, very comfortable dressed as a boy. Twin to Bast. Any ethnicity.

BAST, a boy, about twelve or thirteen. Intellectual, gangly, interested in life. Not terribly interested in sword fighting or mayhem, twin to Vi. Any ethnicity.

NOTE/MAGIC

All illusions should be made with light and sound. Magic to lift someone would be the old Darth Vader trick of actor A squeezing his hand and actor B lifting himself up off the ground.

DEDICATION

For Lionel, who is the most magical creature I know.
PROLOGUE

(Sounds of a shipwreck. A bright light is seen zooming around the stage. [This could be FLUFFY with a flashlight.] We see only flashes of light and hear loud sounds of the crashing of the sea. Screams and then a loud crack. The sound of a struggle then silence. A splash.)

(Blackout.)

SCENE 1

(Lights up on a tropical island, strewn with debris from last night's storm, sunny, calm and beautiful. VI, a young girl, is asleep in the sand, a blanket of seaweed on her, her clothes in tatters.)

(CAL, a creature of myth, horned, with intelligent eyes and the ability to walk upright is singing to himself while rifling through a trunk.)

CAL: (Song:) FULL FATHOM FIVE THY BROTHER LIES, HIS BONNY HEAD IS NOW A STONE. THE HAPPY THOUGHTS THAT IN HIM LAY ARE NOW LOST, AND TO YOU GONE. HE DOES SUFFER A SEA-CHANGE, INTO SOMETHING WILD AND STRANGE, SEA-COWS URGE HIM TO REBEL! HARK! I HEAR THEM, DING DONG BELL! FULL FATHOM FIVE THY SISTER LAY. HER FATE ENTWINED WITH ME AND MINE. THE RAGS SHE WEARS YOU DID MISLAY, AND NOW SHE WEEPS IN THE MOONSHINE. SHE MAKES UNTO HER OWN SEA-CHANGE, INTO SOMETHING PASSING STRANGE, SHE ALONE MUST RING HER KNELL! HARK, DO YOU HEAR HER? DING DONG BELL!

(He pulls out dresses, shoes, books, lays them on the sand, trying on some of the more interesting items.)
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(Muttering.) Too small, too big, too grand, ooh book-ses will do. Pocket one or two for me trouble. Hey. (Sniffs like a dog.) Ahhh...that's the smell of man. Strange how long it's been.

(Plays on a flute and puts a pair of spectacles on his head. The flute playing arouses the girl from her sleep.)

VI: (She is dreaming of something frightening. Trying to wake up:) We're lost, wild water, Bast, hold on to my hand! BAST! Leave the books behind! Bast...BAST! (Wakes, looks around wildly:) Bast...oh... (Sees Cal and the trunk:) Get away from that, that belongs to my brother!

(Tries to wrench trunk away, gets into a fierce game of tug of war until she gets a good look at Cal.)

Oh!

(Drops trunk. Her hand goes to her belt where a sword should be. Cal merely smiles.)

CAL: Hain't nuthin' gonna fit me no-how. Tough to pull petticoats on over the horns. Don't I look a fine thing in these gees and gaws?

VI: (Cautiously:) What...who are you, sir?

CAL: Sir! Psttt, that's a laugh and a half. If'n I knew I was gonna be addressed as sir, I'd 'a washed this month. You can call me Cal, small-ie. Leave the knighthoods and niceties to your kind. And you, I take it you are... (Looks at side of trunk:) East India Shipping Company?

VI: Er. No. I'm called Vi. Those are the people who made the trunk.

CAL: Well made, too, lasted tough through the storm.

VI: The storm! What end met the ship?

CAL: In toothpicks. (Not unkindly:) You've lost everything. 'cept what's in here.
VI: Oh, twinnie-twinsie.
CAL: Twinsie?
VI: My brother Bast. Those spectacles you are wearing, they belong to him.
CAL: B'longed. B'longs t' me now. Found 'em. Founds you too… Mebbe you b'longs to me now too.
VI: You can't own another human being. (Considers Cal's odd appearance:) Are you a human being?
CAL: Half. On me mother's side. 'Course you can own other beings, if'n you have a bent for the tyrannical. Don't fret small-ie, I don't want you tho', you eats too much prob'ly, and cries, all girly like.

VI: Don't care to cry, or be gentle and delicate. My Bast and I used to swap clothes when we were little. I'd run in his togs, and he in mine, and no one could tell which was which. I was always the one to give a clout to the jaw of some cretin who would pick on Bast for being "soft." He wasn't soft! Just smarter, and quieter and far gentler than me…

CAL: What were you tykes doin' roamin' so far from home?
VI: We aren't tykes. We were running away to the Outlands, to make our fortunes. My father, fed up with us and our mixed up ways, said I was to be sent to a finishing school and Bast to join in with the soldiers. Soldiering! He'd never survive! I convinced Bast to escape with me, we have sailed practically since birth, but the storm last night…

CAL: A wicked storm indeed. Almost alive in its fury.

VI: It came upon us quickly. The best I could think to do when we lost all ability to steer was to lash myself to the mast. Bast was trying to salvage his books.

(Cal guiltily and surreptitiously puts books back in the trunk.)

The foolish boy wasn't secure when a wave rolled over us like...
a herd of wild sea-horses. I grabbed him around the waist and held on as tight as I could, but... One lurch and he was gone. Then, next second, the rope gave, the mast cracked and I was flung into the water. I knew I was done for then, and glad of it. I could join my Bast and my mother. But as I was about to go under, as the water stole my breath, I felt myself lifted into air. I dreamt that a beast, a sea monster had me, but instead of eating me, he dragged me onto a piece of wood and I never sank...oh...it was YOU!

**CAL:** That's rich. Do I look like a monster to you? *(Scratches his head.)* Never mind, p'raps I do...

**VI:** You rescued me from the drink!

**CAL:** Bah, I was fishin' for squid and pulled you into my net's all.

**VI:** I owe you my life.

**CAL:** You'll be repayin' the debt soon enough, small-ie. So enjoys yer freedom while you gots it. There's dry togs in here. And this.

*(He hands her a sword belt.)*

**VI:** That's the sword my father used at the battle for Dunsinane. It's mine now.

**CAL:** Yer a right something else, that you are. Yer lucky to be alive, Mister Miss. So stop yer sighin' and buckle on yer sword. Yer gonna need yer wits about you.

*(Cal suddenly stops talking. A fairy light appears at his ear. Cal springs up and starts to trot off.)*

**VI:** Where are you going?

**CAL:** Mab here says she's seen a kidlet, mirror image of ye. Gonna see if he's a breather yet.

**VI:** Bast!? Did the dolphins save him? Where are you going? Creature...being...SIR?! Wait!
(A few seconds later the spectacles are tossed back. Vi gently polishes them and puts them in her pocket. Starts to run after Cal, but feels guilty about leaving Bast's trunk behind.)

(Vi is about to pick up the trunk when a girl, MIRA, younger than Vi and very pretty, comes into view. A tired and bedraggled Fairy [FLUFFY] is with her. Mira is dressed in wild royal garb and carrying a child's wand with a giant star on the end. Fluffy is also dressed in strange clothes, and pulls at its wings uncomfortably. Should feel vaguely vulgar, like someone trying to tug their undies into place. Fluffy is also frantically balancing a table and some cushions and a tea set.)

MIRA: Please lay out my victuals, kind servant, I faint anon...

(Fluffy clumsily tries to lay out the tea service, but seems unused to using its hands.)

C'mon, you dope-ses, I told you, do it nicely, like in the books, or I won't let you use your magic for ANOTHER day!

FLUFFY: (Complains dejectedly, in fairy language. [This should be individual to the actor. It should be nonsense sounds that make up the dialogue with freedom to improvise.])

MIRA: Quickly! I am waiting for Ambassador Berowne of far Navarre!

(Fluffy finds Vi hiding behind the trunk, and makes outrageous signals to Mira.)

And there he is!

VI: Um... I'm not...

MIRA: Stop the chitty-chatty, we have been waiting and waiting! Sit!

(Fluffy hustles Vi into a chair, plops a silly hat on her head and forces a tea cup into her hand. Vi, realizing that she is famished, tries to drink and is dismayed to discover there is no tea. She notices Mira has real tea in hers.)
(Chattering:) It's been an AWFULLY nice stay here in your Duchy, Ambassador dah-ling, but I really must return to the land of Illyria—

VI: You have me mistaken for—

MIRA: HUSH! I'm not done. (Chomping heartily on a cookie:) Since you have been thus far lax in granting me the keys to the kingdom, and the rights to all pies and cookies therein, I shall insist—

VI: As long as you are going to keep me trapped here and chat-chat chatting at me, can I at least have a cookie and a cuppa tea? I'm right done in. (Sneezes.) And feeling bedraggley.

MIRA: (Astonished:) Tea? And a…cookie? Really?

VI: Fact is, I'm gonna make myself to home. Ta.

(Vi pours herself a drink and starts to eat greedily.)

MIRA: Holy Macdufflings!

(Fluffy makes a big realization.)

You eat food? My food?

VI: (Stuffing her face:) I'm sorry but I'm hungry and I've no time for good manners. I can pay you back, maybe, with something in the trunk.

(Opens trunk, Fluffy reacts to all the fun things in the trunk.)

Here are a bunch of old dresses that I never liked and some silly presentation shoes that pinched my feet. Take 'em as payment for the grub. But I MUST eat ere I faint and then I needs must continue on my quest to find my brother.

MIRA: (All she has heard is:) Hungry? Really?

(Mira pinches Vi.)

VI: Yeouch! Hey!
(Mira pulls out her wand and starts waving it at Vi.)

Hey! Hold it kid, I'm armed!

MIRA: Fairy, fairy silly noodle, turn into a Kinda-poodle!

(Fluffy starts racing about the stage barking uncontrollably. Vi stares in horror and confusion. Mira stares at her.)

How do you feel—do you want to bark at all? Or scratch behind your ears?

VI: (She is caught scratching behind her ear.) Um, no…

MIRA: What if I told you you had to carry my shoes in your mouth and roll over and play dead?

VI: Well… (Shakes off the residual magic.) I'd say, make me!

(Mira releases Fluffy from the enchantment, Fluffy yowls and tries to hide under the table.)

MIRA: That was my first proper spell. I made it up when I was three. I wanted a puppy and… Wait. Tell me the truth, tell me, are you real? Are you? Do you need to eat and sleep, and piddle, and cry and have tantrums?

VI: I haven't had a tantrum since I was little.

MIRA: I have them all the time. I like them. All the fairies cower and run.

VI: Oh! Is that what that is? (Pointing at Fluffy.) I love fairies! The only ones I've ever seen are the ones the cat leaves by the kitchen door.

FLUFFY: (Does not take that at all well.)

MIRA: I'm overrun by the silly things on this wretched island. I'm ever so tired of them. I'm Mira. Oh, I'm a human. (Sniffs Vi.) And so are you! Human, I can tell! And so gentle and handsome…

VI: Handsome?
**MIRA:** How did you come to be on this island, you adorable thing?

**VI:** I'm afraid I must pass, I must find my brother...

**MIRA:** *(Suddenly angry:)* Go?! Ah... You must be one of those awful trolls trying to play a trick on me! I'll turn you into a horrible lumpy toad!

**VI:** No, Miss Mira, I'm a real human, I promise... I was on a ship...and there was a terrible wreck!

**MIRA:** OH! Me too!!! I wrecked on a ship too! I don't remember, tho', cause I was just a baby.

**VI:** My brother and I were traveling to the Outlands by ourselves, a small-ish vessel, but are good sailors. That storm wasn't like anything we'd ever seen before.

**MIRA:** I was rather proud of it.

**VI:** You?

**MIRA:** Fluffy dropped my favorite crystal ball to the floor and shattered it into a million shard-ses and I got so angry... The storm was an accident. But a good one. I've never called up sea monsters before! Oh... *(Catches herself.)* No, not really, just pretending. Terrible storms seem to happen on this island and no one can explain them! Heh. I'm glad you are alive. And here. With me.

**VI:** The boat cracked in twain, just like us. I held my brother but I lost him. A terrible-wonderful creature saved me and I think, I hope, he might have saved Bast. I have to find him!

*(As Vi stands to go, Mira puts her wand behind her back and casts a little spell to keep Vi still.)*

**MIRA:** Creature?

**VI:** He had horns, big ones and an odd demeanor, He was looking through my trunk and he was wet, and he was only half human...
(Fluffy perks at the information.)

**MIRA:** Horns? Surly, rude and mechanical? Oh! That was Cal. The rottenest, stinkiest, thievingest gargoyle in this pretty place. I'm sure he never pulled you out. He's tottery afraid of the water. It must've been the dolphins.

**VI:** No, he did. He was brave. I didn't know magical creatures could be kind to humans. Not after the way we treat them.

**MIRA:** Do not mention that creature to me again. He is very, VERY dangerous. I doubt he helped you, and even if he did, the ugly thing was probably waiting 'till you dried off so that he could eat you. You can't trust the magical.

*(Mira starts casting a sleeping spell on Vi.)*

**VI:** No! I... oh... suddenly I don't feel so well.

**MIRA:** Come home with me. You are cold, aren't you? So very, very cold. How odd... Your lips are turning quite an interesting shade of blue.

**VI:** *(Teeth chattering:)* But my brother...

*(Faints on top of Fluffy, who is taken by surprise and is squashed. It chitters at Mira, scolding her.)*

**MIRA:** Hush, Fluff! Oh joy! Now he's stopped talking he can't object to being helped! Best take him back home, I guess...

**FLUFFY:** *(Asks about Vi's brother.)*

**MIRA:** The brother? I doubt he made it out of there alive. Very few escape the sea's anger. We are lucky just to get the one darling thing... I'm sure he's wrong. It was never that awful Cal who saved him. He's too selfish. I think I'll send a darling little plague of grasshoppers to torment him tonight. Let's go home.

*(Fluffy tries clumsily to pick Vi up.)*

Oh for Minerva's sake! Just enchant him!
(Fluffy "enchants" Vi [The actor playing Vi should keep her eyes closed but stand], takes her by the hand, and follows Mira out.)

I wonder what his name is? (Looks at trunk:) East India Shipping Company! Delicious. (Exit.)

**SCENE 2**

(Mira's bedroom. There are various found objects on the walls, including a sword. Mira is playing nurse, fussing over Vi and trying to make her comfortable. Fluffy is very unhelpful, messing up everything Mira is trying to accomplish.)

**MIRA:** Now, East, thou must sleep, and if you should have need of any other thing, Fluffy will attend on thee.

**FLUFFY:** (Grumbles.)

**MIRA:** (Tweaking Fluffy by the ear.) Don't be difficult!

**VI:** Mira! That must hurt her! Er...him?

**MIRA:** It, it's an it. Fairies are its.

**FLUFFY:** (Hisses at Mira. Then flounces, owning its "It-ness.")

**MIRA:** Fluffy's like a cat, nothing doesn't bother it!

**VI:** Mira, a cat would scratch you for hurting it, and then scamper away never to be seen again. You mustn't be unkind to living things.

**MIRA:** Foo, it's just a fairy.

**VI:** (Cautiously petting Fluffy:) I've never seen one ALIVE before. Or quite so big. Or so very, very pretty...

**FLUFFY:** (Cooing at the attention, it starts to show off for Vi.)

**MIRA:** It's sweet and all, but it can't chat with me, and when I ask it to braid my hair, it puts nixie knots in it, which take me forever to unravel. It's dreadful at pretend games, and when I'm feeling sad and want a cuddle it runs as far away as
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possible so I can't reach it. Impossible! Can't rely on a fairy!

(Bell tolls.)

I have to get to bed so Papa can read me a chapter of the "Lives of the Naiads"! (Tucks VI in tighter:) 'Night!

VI: Papa? I thought there were no other humans...

FLUFFY: (About to spill the beans…)

MIRA: (Hastily:) Come on Fluff-head. I need you to be my pillow! Goodnight sweet prince.

(Gives Vi a shy kiss. Vi is touched but confused.)

VI: Er…

(Mira exits.)

FLUFFY: (Still flirting with Vi, it chatters away until Mira comes back and pokes her in the bottom. Indignant Fluffy exits, complaining the whole way.)

(When the coast is clear Vi throws off her heavy blanket and gets dressed.)

VI: Laws, what a fuss over someone heading off to sleep… I never told her I was a prince! What means this girl-ling? Fortune forbid my outside must have charmed her…

(Looks in the mirror.)

I do look just like Bastie. Handsome. Hmmph. The poor boy was always swatting away the silly girls. But Mira… Well. She acts silly, but I feel I'd be wrong to underestimate her… Just as she shouldn't be so trusting with me! Now how in the blazes do I get out so I can look for Bast?

CAL: (Off:) If Bast is a beast much like you then found he is!

VI: Oh! (She grabs her sword.) Wild thing, I know how to strike!

CAL: (Suddenly appearing in the window:) Puny thing, you've no need. Altho' you'se would be better off wit something more
attuned to yer tiny size. A toothpick fer instance.

**VI:** Scorpions are tiny, yet the wise man minds their sting!

*(Vi runs at Cal. He grabs a sword off the wall and they fight.)*

Mira said you wanted to eat me!

*(A heated battle that Vi wins.)*

**CAL:** Awright, Mam'selle Scorpina, I has noted. Yer exactly like all humans. Full of prejudice an' fear. You win. *(Cal goes to exit, turns.)* It's jes' that, I know you want yer Bast-beast and I reckon, I knows where to find him.

**VI:** You do? Tell me quickly!

**CAL:** *(Suddenly elegant:)* I come as friend, unarmed, re-sheath your weapon. *(Pauses.)* Yer too skinny to eat, anyways.

**VI:** Oh. *(Drops sword.)* How do you know where he is?

**CAL:** I reckon I fished two odd fishes out t' sea this day.

**VI:** Mira said you were frightened of water. And that you never did anything unless it was for your own good. Are you holding Bast prisoner?

**CAL:** *(Defensively:)* I may be a mite careful, where the ocean is concerned. The fish I fish out sometimes gives a good ache in the belly, like Missy Mira fer instance. But me Ma taught me t' swim, I can do it if I needs to. And I'm not a sorcerer given to putting people under lock and key! Bah. I know she dun' trust me, but I thought you and me understood one another.

**VI:** Alright then. I take you at your word. You've done more for me than Mira has. And to be honest, I think she's trying to keep me for a pet!

**CAL:** Well 'en lets be off a'fore she comes back and tries to marry ye. *(Sighs.)* Ah for a pretty face like your'n. Mayhaps she'd look at me with fondness once in a while. Bah. Throw on warmer togs, it's cold and your pelt is thin.
VI: (Grabbing a cloak:) I'm ready.

(Cal leaps out the window. From the whooshing sound it is obviously a long drop, Vi is alarmed.)

CAL: (Off. Calling up:) Jump, I'll catch ye.

VI: (Looking down:) Gaws. I survived a shipwreck...only to die in a leap of faith.

(She jumps, we hear a soft whump. Cal has caught her.)

VI: (Off:) Lead the way, wild one!

SCENE 3

(Cal and Vi in a forest, all around them lights twinkle and buzz. Cal occasionally swats at a light which then scolds him. The lights are fairies. [Again could be Fluffy with a flashlight.]

CAL: Git off me ear then, ya knave, it tickles right fierce! Keep the lights ahead so we can see!

VI: What is that?

CAL: Princess Haughty-Snot Miranda calls it Mab. Ye puny humans can't pronounce true fairy names.

VI: (Catching and cupping Mab in her hands:) Mab? Oh she's so tiny! Like an agate stone! So cute...OW...!!!

CAL: Watch ems, they bite when insulted. Mabby there is royalty and apt to get a wee bit agitato.

VI: How can something so pretty be so painful?

CAL: They'se just protectin' themselves. They has magic an all, but they'se don't know how to keep it, they gamble it away, or lose it in the dandelions. The foolish things let that haughty-snot Mira have too much power over 'em a'cause she's pretty! Bah. They'se fools for pretty things. (Slyly:) P'raps that's why they let YOU be. (Vi looks indignant.) Look M'Lady, don't ye be fooled by her childishness. She's a bundle of power under the
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candy surface, Missy Miranda is. A witch-let. And that idiot Fluffy lets her get away with too much, 'cause Mira let Fluffy out of an oak tree. (He stops suddenly.) 'Ere. I left the beastie restin' 'ere.

(They are in an enchanted glen.)

(Gently:) Look little one. I was able to pull you out 'afore the water got too deep in your soul. Your brother, tho', was so far gone I almost couldn't find the spark of light in him at all. The body-shell is in a state, dunno if it will live.

VI: The body-shell? What mean you?

CAL: He's empty. Not dead, but not quite alive either. The soul can't fly too far from the body. But I can't find it. Must be somewhere at the bottom of the sea.

(BAST is on the ground hidden in some leaves. He looks just like Vi. He also looks dead. Vi cries out and runs to him. She puts an ear to his chest. Hears nothing.)

VI: This is my fault, my fault! I convinced him to run away with me! I was trying to keep him alive and I've killed him. (She takes her sword out.) I'm going to join you, Bastie.

CAL: Stop that!!

(He tackles Vi, she fights back, remarkably strong for a girl her size. The fairy lights surround her. She calms down.)

Ow. That were a fair clout! Why do you humans value your own lives so little? I tol' ya, he's not dead! There are still things that can be done!

VI: I was with my mother when she breathed her last. She charged me with caring for Bast. And I've done nothing but muck it up. What can we do?

CAL: (Uneasy:) We COULD take him to Missy Mira, I s'pose. She's got the skill of healing... But... Me mother was a sorceress, I'll find out a way to keep him here, there must be
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somethin' in one of the books!

VI: *(Arms around Bast:) We've no time to search through books! Please Cal, help me carry him to Mira. If she can really help him, she must! And you have been so kind to him... Please help me!

CAL: But lady, if we takes him to her, ye'll both be bound prisoners!

MIRA: *(Off:) Gather, you fairies!

*(A dreadful roar of thunder and flash of lightning. Enter Mira and Fluffy. In an instant an army of zooming flashing lights coalesce around Mira. This is her fairy army. Fluffy looks uneasy.)*

Dreadful Cal-i whom I've banned! Remove thy cursed hooves from off my new-found friend or by my awesome skill thy bones shall ache anon!

CAL: *(Snarling:) She ain'ts just yer friend. She's a brave knight-ess and can chooses her own way!

MIRA: She!

VI: Mistress, I tried to tell you, but you enchanted me before I could reveal the truth.

MIRA: *(Wielding her wand in a threatening manner:) Silence, false one! I warned thee, Cal. Your ugly insides match your ugly outside. You must needs stop your interfering ways or the only thing left of you will be your rotten name. There's a lovely old oak just itching for a new prisoner! Thief and liar!

CAL: I didn't lie! I bent the truth a bit, for your sake! I wanted you not to be a'feared!

*(Mira strikes with her wand as Cal approaches. He writhes in pain as does Bast.)*

VI: Twin!
CAL: When we were babes together you didn't mind. I put my head in your lap and you would comb the nits out of my hair. You cared for me when my mother passed. We cared for each other.

MIRA: You took something from me. I am in pain, Cal—give me back the flower that you stole.

CAL: That flower muddles your senses, and dims your light. 'Tis time for you to face reality.

MIRA: It makes life on this island bearable! Give it back!

VI: Stop! You're hurting Bast!

MIRA: Give it back or you join your evil mother!

CAL: Don't you talk bad about me mum!

(Cal rushes Mira as she angrily raises her wand, Cal is hit with a painful bolt of magic and so is Bast. Bast's body spasms then lies still. Fluffy goes to him, working to keep him alive.)

VI: (Frantic:) Stop, Mira! Leave Cal alone! He rescued me and my twin from certain death. He is a brave creature!

MIRA: Cal is no great hero. My father and I were wrecked upon this isle, his wicked mother was the cause.

CAL: Lies! 'Twas betrayal from your OWN kind! And your father's lack of skill...

MIRA: The ship broke into a million pieces. My father magicked me to land.

CAL: Me mum 'twas the one who kept yer leaky basket afloat! She saved you, and went back for your father. She drowned! And then—

MIRA: Don't say anything further! Give me the flower. Give it to me—I can't bear the pain!

CAL: You're too old to hide from the truth, Missy Mira!

(Mira uses her wand to strikes a hard blow at Cal.)
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**MIRA:** It hurts too much!!

**VI:** Stop it, Stop it!... Bast!

(\emph{Bast's body gives a huge shudder and stops moving.})

(\emph{Moaning in pain:}) Baaaast! Sebastian! Fluffy, is he there?

**FLUFFY:** (No.)

**VI:** Where is he? I can't feel him. From the moment we split in our mother's belly we always knew the other's pain and happiness. Now. Blackness! OH! CAL! Mira! Please, please!!!

**CAL:** (\emph{Staggers from the pain:}) Missy. Her halfling is in trouble, near death...

**MIRA:** DON'T SAY THAT WORD!!!

**CAL:** Near gone, then...probably close to all gone... I grabbed him, but felt a pull from th' god of the seas. He got the boy's soul. Quit messin' with me, I'll leave ya forever, I'll move to the biggest hill, dig a hole an' never leave, but us n' our fightin' shouldn't leave the Lady Vi bereft.

**VI:** (\emph{Desperate:}) Please Mira, please. Cal says you can heal things...

**MIRA:** (\emph{Changing, softening:}) Oh laws, lady! Kittens, fairies, maybe once I helped a lame unicorn. I'm just a little girl. I can't...REALLY help anyone...

**CAL:** Once you put me back together after a fearsome beating by them trolls—

**MIRA:** Shut it. Don't speak to me. (\emph{Moving to Bast.}) Oh dear, he's barely a flutter. (\emph{Looks from Bast to Vi.}) And as lovely as you.

(\emph{She places her hand on Bast's heart.})

Barely a sigh. Barely a whisper. But...his soul is in the ocean. It is still whole. There is hope yet. Brother octopus may have stolen his soul. Octopi love pretty things. Yes...
(She sparks a light from her wand into her hand. Bast's body goes rigid. The wind howls, the sky darkens and an unearthly glow envelops Bast and Mira.)

VI: Mira! (Praying:) Oh, lord of the deep!

(Mira is in a trance, the storm becomes almost unbearable. Suddenly she seems much older.)

MIRA: Great business must be wrought in time. Among the shells, inside the brine, there floats a rap'trous soul profound; I'll find it, make it come to ground.

(All of a sudden everything freezes. Only Mira moves.)

Where has Neptune hidden your soul? (With power:) Give me his soul, Great God of the Sea. I, Miranda, Prospero's heir, command it!

Ta-na-shen, Ca-na -fe-racio Te Hah Bast!

(A loud noise. Mira raises her arms, and then, as if being struck in the middle of her body, she falls. Mira stands, holding a sea shell, opens it and removes a pearl.)

Here it is!

(Mira puts the pearl in Bast's mouth. His body relaxes into a natural sleep. On that, Mira also relaxes, and the storm stops. Mira goes back to being a young, scared and angry little girl. She collapses, spent.)

CAL: (Astonished:) Laws of heaven, hell and cosmology!

VI: He's well! I can feel him with me. Oh he's breathing well! Bast, my dear one! (Overwhelmed:) Oh Mira, that was… (Words fail her.)

CAL: (Enthusiastically:) Missy! Yer a more powerful witch than me mum was, than yer pa was, than Hecate herself maybe!!! You have a talent, a skill, laws, to control the sea…!

MIRA: I am NOT a witch. Don't you ever lie about that again.
I just—You said you were going forever. So go. Darken not my threshold… I NEVER wish to see your face anon!

CAL: (Stunned:) You've no right, after what we've been through, you an' me. After the things we've meant to each other?

MIRA: Save the useless words… Go.

CAL: Right. I'm off then. (To Vi:) Sorry, my Lady-boy.

(Cal runs out. Bast sighs, looks up, sees Mira and:)

BAST: You… I thought you were a naiad, a narwhal, or a mermaid! Oh brave new world…

(Bast faints.)

MIRA: (To Vi:) Miss-behaver. You, I'm locking up in the tower. Him, (Indicates Bast:) I'm keeping.

(Lights out.)

SCENE 4

(Mira and Bast are having tea, as in the scene with Vi and Mira earlier. Bast is stuffing his face. Mira is clearly exhausted.)

MIRA: Are you done yet, sweeting? We have been at this table a loooong, long time…

BAST: I'll have another of the fried quail and perhaps another piece of pickled basilisk…

MIRA: At once.

(She points her wand at the table and Fluffy appears carrying a dish. Fluffy is exhausted too.)

BAST: So delicious! What on earth is taking Vi so long, she ought to have been eating long ere now?

FLUFFY: (Tells Bast that Mira has imprisoned her.)

(Mira interrupts.)
MIRA: She's fine. She...needs her rest, finding you so very
dead tired her out! And speaking of which, aren't YOU tired of
eating yet?

BAST: I feel like I haven't eaten for a week of years.

MIRA: Well hurry up!... Uh...sweeting. The music will start
soon, and then we can have a dance

(Fluffy flutters flirtatiously at him. Starts playing a crazy tune,
perhaps on a kazoo.)

BAST: Dance, eh? Well, I'll beg off. Not much of a dancer.
More of a scientist, you know. In fact, I'd love to know how
you harness the power to make your magic! I mean I've had
pedagogues who can do minor stuff. Disappearing coins and
such. Impressive to the peasants but nothing at all to what you
can do. How'd you learn? Books?

MIRA: No not books.

BAST: Well, how then?

MIRA: Can't we just dance a little bit?

(Fluffy starts playing louder and dancing.)

BAST: Only if you want your toes trod on. (Back to his
question:) My old tutor, Holofernes, would be very interested
to know the incantation you used to revive me. It sounded
Assyrian or Babylonian, can't tell which I'm afraid, as my
ancient languages are a bit rusty and my accent is quite
middle earth. A powerful witch like you—

MIRA: Don't call me that. Please.

BAST: (Kindly:) Lady Mira, I don't have the fear of magic that
infects my peers, and I'm not trying to be rude, but clearly you
are a...well...you use magic better than anyone I've ever seen.
What does that make you?

MIRA: (Tears in her eyes.) Different. It makes me different.
BAST: Pooh. No sense weeping. Vi and I are both "different." Never could keep her in skirts, she likes to fight and run and play with the fellas. Me, well, I like to stay indoors and mess about with my astrolabe.

MIRA: But I will never be accepted by the world of humans. That's what Cal said. He said humans don't want a...a...witch. That humans don't trust those who are different. That I could be killed or worse if I left the island, and my pa—

BAST: Where is this pa of yours, Mira? I'd like to meet him.

MIRA: He's too busy to meet with you. He spends all of his time locked in his room trying to learn enough magic to get revenge on the people who banished him.

BAST: Revenge?

MIRA: Revenge, on the people who put us in a boat to die at sea. Because they feared us.

BAST: We've always been taught that the magical are dangerous.

MIRA: They aren't!

BAST: We are fools to fear blindly those we do not know.

MIRA: I'm so lonely on this island. No one to play with since we banished Cal.

BAST: Then un-banish him. Cal may be a queer looking sort, but there's a good egg underneath.

MIRA: I don't know... You can be my friend.

BAST: Me and Vi, you mean.

MIRA: She tried to trick me too. She didn't trust me enough to tell me the truth.

BAST: Well as to that, you don't tell the truth either. Denying who you really are is a big lie. Being a witch—

MIRA: I am NOT a WITCH. (Trying to stay calm:) Let's just
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dance.  
(She makes Bast stand with her wand.)

**BAST:** All right then. Where are the musicians?  
(Fluffy is offended.)

**MIRA:** I'll just conjure them…

**BAST:** No normal girl conjures musicians, or orders fairies around, or can call up the power of the sea! Face up to the truth of you Lady, you ARE a witch.

**MIRA:** *(She loses her temper:)* God's BELLs! Don't be such an ASS!  
(Bast freezes. Lights and sound as he grows a pair of donkey ears.  
[Fluffy fixes an ass's knoll on Bast's head. Fluffy also throws fairy glitter on him.] Bast feels his ears.)

**BAST:** *(Delighted.)* Oh, I say!!! This is fun!!! Good bye mistress!  
(He quickly trots around Mira and then leaps out the window away.)

**MIRA:** No, No! Come back here! Where are you going? Please, I...I didn't mean... Oh please... *(Frustrated:)* Why does no one stay?  
*(Fluffy shrugs.)*

**SCENE 5**

*(Vi's cell. Vi is pacing rapidly. Mira enters with Fluffy close behind. Fluffy hides.)*

**MIRA:** YOU! You and your wicked twin...why did you have wash up on my island? To plague me?

**VI:** Lady, I was trying to save my brother!

**MIRA:** Your life must be awful for you to run away.

**VI:** Our da raised us alone after Ma died. He's a soldier. He
blames himself for me being so boyish. And he doesn't understand Bast at all.

**MIRA:** I don't understand humans. At all.

**VI:** I want to fight with the soldiers, but girls ain't allowed. Bast wants to study, but we haven't the money. We had a nasty row, my da and me. He told me to mind my place, "You're nothing but a girl! Keep your nose out of things you don't understand!" I was so angry.

**MIRA:** I bet he's sad you're gone.

**VI:** I doubt it.

**MIRA:** I wish there was someone waiting back home for me.

**VI:** M'Lady, I know I'm not much older and therefore have no right to offer aid, but why not let Cal be your friend? He speaks rough, but inside he's kinder than most.

**MIRA:** Cal hates me.

**VI:** I thought you hated him?

**MIRA:** I tried to make him be less ugly, I tried to make him more "normal," and he only laughed and *(In Cal's voice:)* "owned I didn't mind how I looked." I've been really cruel to him, and he lets me. He's been father and brother to me.

**VI:** Brothers can be a real pain, M'Lady.

**MIRA:** *(Tortured:)* Oh Vi. When I was a tiny baby, I cried, and I would destroy everything around me. I couldn't control my magic. My nursemaid was frightened of me, and told the townspeople that I was a witch and I was to be *(Can't say killed:)*...destroyed. My father and I escaped on a ship, but I was so little and so hungry, I cried and screamed, and the sea responded. I caused such a storm. Such a storm. Such a wreck.

When I awoke to life, my father was by my side, as was Cal. Cal became my playmate and companion. My brother and beloved.
But, in truth Cal was giving me a potion. A potion that muddled my senses, and kept me happy and babyish. And, now that I'm older, he has been keeping the potion from me, and my eyes have been opened to my own truth, and my wickedness. My father...my father drowned. And Cal's mother died trying to save him.

**VI:** *(Kindly:)* Lady. Perhaps his deceptions were meant to cushion you from a hard truth. Lying is unforgivable, I know, but sometimes it's done to keep a heart from breaking.

**MIRA:** He knows I can't control my craft. And I can't. I am dangerous and I am becoming deluded and muddleheaded.

**VI:** Maybe you can come home with me and Bast.

**MIRA:** Bast! Oh!... He's... He's... Oh I did it again...

**VI:** What?!

**MIRA:** I'm sorry, Vi. You need to stay here until I can sort things out for myself. I'm sorry.

*(She puts a locking hex on the door and exits.)*

**VI:** Oh Fluffy, what am I to do? That silly Bast has got himself in trouble again. I have to make things right! We've got to figure a way out of this room!

**FLUFFY:** *(Fluffy indicates in mime that it knows a way to circumvent Mira's curse.)*

**VI:** You can help me out of here? How?

**FLUFFY:** *(Tries to convey in fairy language and mime that what she needs to do is fly.)*

**VI:** Fluffy, Fluffy, I can't understand a thing, slow down!

**FLUFFY:** *(Yes you can, it's quite simple. [A long pantomime on the correct way to take flight.])*

**VI:** What in the name of...

**FLUFFY:** *(Very frustrated, maybe louder.)*
VI: For Minerva's sake I don't speak fairy!!

FLUFFY: (Slowly:) F — 1 — 1 — y — y — y?

VI: Fly??

FLUFFY: (YES. In triumph!)

VI: But Fluffy, how am I supposed to fly? Will you shower me in pixie dust?

FLUFFY: (Looks scornfully at Vi as if that is the silliest thing it's ever heard. Does another pantomime on the correct way to fly.)

VI: Oh Fluffy, I can't do that! That takes brains and skill...

FLUFFY: (And trusting that someone else knows better than you do.)

VI: Alright. I trust you, Fluffy. I can't stay trapped and neither can you, no matter how much I'd like to help Mira.

(Fluffy begins a slow dance. Vi starts to dance with it and looks curiously at Fluffy to see what to do next. Fluffy grabs Vi's hand and jumps out the window, Vi leaps, we hear the same drop, a yelp, a swoosh, then the sound of flight and a delighted yell from Vi. Mira runs into the room.)

MIRA: I am betray'd!

SCENE 6

(Cal's camp. Bast's donkey ears have gotten much bigger. Cal is leafing through a huge spell-book. The fairy lights are buzzing and chirping at him.)

CAL: Hamster Livers, Hens' Teeth, Hexes, Removal... Laws, Mum, why didn't ya bother ta write a bit larger...? Is that Yew or Pew, Mabby? Bah, I need a rolling pin, a bucket of soap suds and a cheerful dwarf for this one. T'll never work. I've never met anyone more surly than a dwarf. Bother, bother, bother!
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BAST: (Cheerfully:) No worries, Cal old snoot. I'm utterly delighted to be one of you! Hee-haw!!

(He starts to skitter away, Cal grabs him.)

CAL: Yer not going anywhere!! Blast, where's your sister?! Mira must've locked her up but good.

BAST: Vi-vi will find her way out. She's resourceful, that one. There's not an Abbess in all of Blighty that was able to keep Vi at her prayers; she was a regular escape artist. Could fit through the smallest crack in any wall. Helped that she's so low and little. Da would send her off to school and she'd ditch the nurse and end up back home before you could say "'Twas the winter of our discontent." She'll be here soon.

CAL: She better, yer almost done for! If we don't get the curse off you, you'll be stuck as a fairy for'e'r and no remedy for it.

BAST: There are worse fates, I suppose. I like being a magical creature! No one to demand I sword fight them, hee-haw! If confronted I can simply fly away! Rawther a good fate I should think!

CAL: I keeps tellin' ye, ye pure human types, if you are left magicked too long, you go feral and wild and try to take over the fairy kingdom and then the queen and king have you for tea... Yer too old ta be a changeling...

VI: (Whooping from off:) Oh bother!!...

(Loud crash as Vi hurtles herself into Cal's Lair. Fluffy arrives a few seconds later and stops comfortably.)

BAST: (Picking Vi up and dusting her off:) VI! I knew you would figure a way out!

VI: (Hugging him:) Cheeky monkey! Thought for sure I'd lost you and here you are, obnoxious as always. OH!

CAL: Cautions there, Bast has been...translated.

(Vi takes in the donkey ears, Bast brays with joy.)
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VI: O Bastie, thou art changed! What do I see on thee?!

(He cocks his head to look at her.)

BAST: You are a sight of delight, dearest twinnie-twinsie. Tho' I knew you'd escape to the forest, I thought maybe Mira had turned you into a ferret or a newt or something like that. Say, what do you think of my new saucers?

VI: Dear one, you look very silly! (Points to ears.) Take 'em off, I don't like them. I don't like it when you playact.

BAST: Says her worship, the girl in boy's garb.

VI: (Defensively:) It's COMFORTABLE.

BAST: Da hates it!

VI: Da's not here. Take off those stupid ears!

BAST: Make me!

VI: I will!

(They start to tussle. It takes Cal a bit to pry them apart.)

CAL: Did the two of you split the one brain in half then? Settle down. (Indicating ears:) He can't take the blasted things off any more'n I can.
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